Stipend

Congratulations to Nelly Bonilla, our 2016 Summer
Stipend Recipient
The Great Divide is being shown as part of Amnesty International’s Art for Amnesty showcase in Miami.
Nelly Bonilla works as part of a Home Eleven creating designs out of common materials like paper, PVC pipe, and string. The
Great Divide is constructed from torn law books and broken glass to create a vortex only some people are allowed to enter,
while others are left on the outside looking in. A gatekeeper decides who is permitted to experience the journey of the winding
space. If you are not chosen, you can only watch, and wonder.
Nelly’s description of the project in her Summer Stipend Application made clear the social intent of this work: “The treatment
of refugees has always been filled with complex issues and laws that seem to fog the instinctual nature of helping those in
need. To highlight this evergrowing problem we envision a large 15foot vortexlike structure made of overlapping pages from
law books.”
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Here are some of the nice things our panelists had to say:

“High five for engaging with the complicated and broad situation that is the refuge experience, and distilling a part of it into
something so visceral with this installation.”
“I think her work is visually compelling and is addressing important subjects. I appreciate the way she uses spectacle to
engender an empathic response in the participants.”
“It would be great to think of ways that people could experience this project past its physical installation.”
Nelly will use the $1000 Stipend to help offset costs of installation, for interior lighting, and to compensate the person playing
the gatekeeper.

The Macktez Summer Stipend is a development grant to encourage one of the many imaginative people we meet and work
with every day to finish their summer project. We evaluate applications on three simple criteria: originality, relevance, and
conviction.

Stipend Archive
2016 — Congratulations to Nelly Bonilla, our 2016 Summer Stipend Recipient
2015 — Congratulations to Sasha de Koninck, our 2015 Summer Stipend Recipient
Check out Garments for Uncomfortable Social Situations. Wearable technology is not just an expensive gizmo on your
wrist, it can also be a second skin that broadcasts your deepest insecurities.
2014 — Congratulations to Paula Segal, our 2014 Summer Stipend Recipient
With Urban Reviewer Signage for Urban Renewal Areas in New York City Paula and her colleagues will produce and
implement signs to mark active renewal areas, to help build awareness of urban renewal plans.
2013 — Congratulations to Andrew Ellis, Summer Stipend Recipient
Andrew is wrapping up production of Oakland: New Urban Eating. After adding some final touches, he is hoping to finish
the whole project before the end of June and will most likely make it available as an ebook through Blurb.
2012 — Congratulations to Sarah Nelson Wright
Sarah and her colleagues partnered with a robotics lab at NYU to host an event (similar to the Newton Creek Armada
project) on the Gowanus Canal for City of Water Day in July. This time, in addition to video, the boats sent live water
quality data back to shore. In April, they curated a group show of projects about the Newtown Creek and Gowanus Canal
at Proteus Gowanus in Brooklyn. In May, we presented the Newtown Creek Armada at the Open Engagement
conference at the Queens Museum.
2011 — Congratulations to Mary Jeys
Mary's Brooklyn Torch Project has been thriving since she received the Stipend in 2011. In August she will present the
project at a conference on artists and communal exchange in Rotterdam with a group called Oblique International.
She's also writing a book about her journey. Most recently, she convened a panel on the DIY economy at the Left Forum
in NYC.
2010 — Congratulations to Jack Shaw
Jack received the 2010 stipend for his vision to create a wastefree product made out of its own packing material. The
result will be The Light Box, a floor lamp or wall sconce incorporating its own packaging into the design and construction.
2009 — Congratulations to Zoe FraadeBlanar
Zoe FraadeBlanar received the 2009 stipend to map the difference between the news people are searching for and
what journalists are publishing. Beautiful visual representations can show editors which hot topics are underrepresented
by news sources, giving them the opportunity to generate readership by tapping unmet demand. The result was Current:
A News Project her thesis project at NYU's Tisch ITP. Current is now being used at a large (unnamed) newspaper to
help editors determine what stories to move to the front page of their website.
2008 — Congratulations to Nicole Kenney for Before I Die I Want To
Nicole and partner KS continue to grow the Polaroid project. Since the summer that they won the stipend, they have
taken the project to India as well as hospice. Nicole is finishing a 1year program in Documentary Photography at the
International Center of Photography. She had an exhibition opening at ICP June 24, 2011 called "living in love, living in
loss," an autobiographical exploration of the impermanence of marriage. Check out her website to see what she's up to
now.
2007 — Congratulations to Andrew Sloat for A More Perfect Union
Andrew Sloat has been keeping himself busy, directing TV commercials and holding down a graphic design practice, as
well as teaching at RISD. Last October he had a piece in Times Square.
2006 — Christopher Allen and UnionDocs
Christopher Allen and UnionDocs are busy with a new Summer Documentary Intensive program and their “Living Los
Sures” project which premieres at a festival this fall. Two shorts from the larger collaborative project just won Best Short
Documentary and Best Brooklyn Film at the Brooklyn Film Festival!
2005 — Daniel Marr, Chinatown
First of all, Daniel's changed his surname back to the one he was born with: Maher. When we last spoke to him, Daniel
was writing songs for his seventh album.
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We’re not so “Mini” anymore…
Posted on February 28, 2016 | Leave a comment

The Human-Powered Snowcone Machine
As we gather our bearings from last weekend’s successful event, the production team reflects in humbled awe at the
quality and enthusiasm of our exhibiting makers. Our faire grew to 120 exhibitors and welcomed approximately 5,000
guests this year as we expanded our program to a two-day event, featured a panel of speakers who practice DIY
innovation in different settings, added a concert for internationally-renowned music makers, and brought a taste of
local creativity like no other event in Miami has ever done before.
Our Maker community grew larger last weekend as we were fortunate to host our friends from the Havana-based
Fabrica de Arte Cubano mixed-use creative space. Eleven cuban makers created a pop-up workshop which showed faire
guests the processes they have refined over a lifetime of scarcity due to the US trade embargo and Cuba’s own economic
policies. Their exhibit embodied a culture truly based on important principles behind the maker movement; and their
will to recreate, repurpose and reinvent the resources they have to create the things they need.
Led by the call of Moonlighter Fablab, our local Miami makers also activated the Miami Makers Pavilion. The center of
the pavilion featured an interactive PVC structure that served as a unique entrance to the event which invited guests to
rearrange and redesign the space to their aesthetic preferences. Watching the space change over the course of the
weekend as activities occurred around it was a fascinating observation of how the public impacted the area. Interpretive
dancing, impromptu brass band covers of popular pop songs, screams of delight from kids as they run from booth to
booth sharing their creations, and moments of relaxation and quietly embracing the chaos; over 11,000 feet of PVC

structure were assembled simultaneously provided sanctuary from and focus to the creativity of the faire. The
centerpiece as well as many of the surrounding exhibitor’s crafts and wares were produced at Moonlighter, in
collaboration with Home Eleven.
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The Frost Science Pavillon showed a wonderful exhibit featuring aquaponic farming, discovery of basic animation
technique by creating flipbooks, and understanding how important art and science are in our community. Partnering
with the Frost Science Museum on this exhibit were DesignLab, REM Learning Center, Pérez Art Museum Miami,
Stuffmaker, CAPPSCI Barge Project, and the ArtSail project from Art Center South Florida.

Rex the Nine-Foot Robot
Passionate gratitude goes out to our numerous volunteers who were the hands and the ears of the team. Of particular
note is our support from over 60 Florida International University Engineering and Computing students who
cumulatively contributed over 500 hours of their time. Also, the Women in Computing and Society of Women Engineers
was integral to teaching 300 attendees how to solder their very own Makey robot badge. Thank you so very much!
Showcasing the passion that many of these makers bring to our community is a profoundly rewarding experience for
those who don’t often have the opportunity to flex their creative muscles, particularly for our youth. The Miami Mini
Maker Faire exposes our guests to homegrown ingenuity, resourcefulness, and passion through our exhibits and
demonstrations. Your participation and experiences help us tell a story of craftsmanship that is infectious and growing
in our community and we’re honored to be the curators.
And beyond the support of our volunteers, exhibitors, and creators; we would be nowhere without the support of our
sponsors.

I’ll leave you with the thoughts of others who experienced the event themselves and hope that we’ll see you next year.
Can’t wait until then!
Sincerely,
Mike Greenberg, on behalf of
The Miami Mini Maker Faire Team
Ric Herrero, MIA Made
Danny Lafuente, The LAB Miami
Steve Luis, FIU Computing and Information Sciences
Mike Greenberg, Hacklab North Boynton
James Herring, Patricia and Phillip Frost Museum of Science
Daisy Nodal, Moonlighter Makerspace
Tom Pupo, Moonlighter Makerspace
Nola Garcia, StarBot
Ana Olman, MIA Made
Melissa Nobles, MIA Made
Mike Greenberg is a cofounder of Hacklab North Boynton, Palm Beach county’s makerspace, and has
been coproducing the Miami Mini Maker Faire since it started in 2013.

Our good friend, Ian Cole from Orlando Maker Faire, was also visiting our faire and shared
this wonderful collection of sights from the first day.

Cuba, as a result of the U.S. embargo, has diminished resources, but that situation has only empowered
these makers’ creativity. Celia Ledón Acosta, a wardrobe designer for Cuba’s Public Theatre, created a
sculpted dress made of soda can tabs and made a draped blouse from wide leaf plants.
Alexandra Martinez, Miami New Times
Read more here: http://www.miaminewtimes.com/arts/cubanartistsshineatthemiamiminimaker
fairehostedbyyoungarts8267062

Having visited Cuba many times, I know that few people in the world exhibit the advanced level of ingenuity
of the Cuban people. It goes beyond cars to how they’ve had to repurpose everything from furniture to
electrical equipment.

Ric Herrero, Producer of the Miami Mini Maker Faire
Read more here: http://www.miamiherald.com/entertainment/entcolumnsblogs/jordan
levin/article61347837.html

If it seems like making and makersrelated projects have been taking off in South Florida, it is through the
concerted efforts of a few visionary individuals.
Abel Folgar, Tuffgnarl
Read more here: http://www.tuffgnarl.com/118252/
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